Artistic E xpressions
i n t h e P u bl ic Spa c e s

“The Serena that today we call “downtown”
has in the memory admirable faces,
which do not hang in museums or public showrooms,
since they make up the heritage,
it does not require mathematics or special knowledge to understand
that they constitute the soul, the fortress and the treasure of a city”
Fernando Moraga Acevedo,
La Serena Cotidiana: Rostros
Fragment from: Diario El Día.
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Chapter
I

HISTORICAL AND ARTISTICAL

PUBLIC ART IN LA SERENA
Art manifests itself in multiple ways, forming part of people’s daily lives, being in the
city where the inhabitants, they come into contact with visual art and architecture.
Thus, most of the objects that we recognize as public art are in the world, constituting a
physical and social setting.
This guide is a contribution of the register and exhibition of the art, through works located
in urban spaces, accessible and relevant as a patrimony of La Serena, our city.

Colonial Period

The poverty and slow growth of the cities of Chile can be seen in the backwardness and precariousness of
their public and private buildings.
In this context, the first significant manifestations of public art are found in churches, in their architecture, in
the religious images (paintings and wooden sculptures), ornamental applications and objects of worship.
In the case of La Serena, much of this heritage is currently observed in the churches of San
Francisco, San Agustin, La Merced, Santa Inés, Cathedral and Museum of the Archbishopric. In 1994,
when it was estored, a painted mural decoration was discovered and rescued in the Sacristy of the
San Francisco church.
In this slow evolution, only in the 18th century did some well-to-do neighbors show interesting architectural
facades, which incorporated the use of wood, limestone, adobe and tiles. One of these colonial covers is that
of Count Villaseñor, carved in limestone with the influence of the Andean Baroque of southern Peru, which
today looks like the entrance to the Archaeological Museum of La Serena.

This type of public art work, rare in the colonial period, was
born slowly and late, arises for example, when an avenue,
a promenade or a plaza is enabled, and later it is decided to
install a portal or a pool in order to enhance or importance
to that site destined for gathering and recreation of the
neighbors.
The first pool in the Plaza de Armas was made of
cast iron and dates back to 1850. The Avenida de
Aguirre promenade was inaugurated in 1858 and
for the centennial of Chile in 1910, the marble-lined
portal that this avenue currently owns is installed.
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Republican period and later.

In the republican period and later, the public or
residential civil architecture is the one that contributes
through the composition of its facades, the use of glass,
wood and other materials, the quota of novelty in the
constructive and ornamental in the image of the city.
Its development shows the foreign influence of
different styles, which are creating more local
versions and styles. Between the years 1830 and
1860, the presence of English and North American
carpenters left their mark on the buildings, in addition
to different teachings that the workers of the area
assimilate.

The 20th century
In the 20th century, the functionality of the new
architecture and the “international” style generated
in Europe in the first decades, have an impact on the
use of new construction materials such as reinforced
concrete. However, starting in 1930, a version was
chosen that updates the application of ornamental
elements of Latin American architecture in new public
constructions.
The courts, the Municipality of La
Serena and the Archbishopric are
clear examples of buildings with
“neo-colonial” characteristics.
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PUBLIC ART IN LA SERENA

Plan Serena

The urban renewal and architecture driven by the
serene plan are the milestone of the 20th century
that marks the essential features of the urban
development of our city. Under the initiative of
President Gabriel Gonzalez Videla, and on the
principle of preserving traditional elements that
characterize it, Plan Serena defines the layout and
zoning of its territory, achieving, among other merits,
claiming the spatial and visual qualities derived from
its site. among which its harmonious relationship
with the natural topography of the area and the
surrounding landscape (coastal edge and access to
the Elqui Valley) stands out.
In what interests us, the urban remodeling undertaken
meant the layout of new streets, avenues and the
generation of green areas, this remodeling action
also incorporates art, through ornamental objects, the
presence of monuments and wall paintings in public
buildings.
The set of public sculptures on
Avenida de Aguirre, the ornamental
fountain at the Plaza de Armas and
the fresco paintings of the Ex Estacion
de Ferrocarriles and the current
ENAMI building, are outstanding
artistic interventions of this time.
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After the Serena Plan

The city has grown; expanding, residential areas
occupy the last natural terrace near the area where
the Aerodrome, Cerro Grande and its surroundings
are located. New residential sectors are also
emerging along with the creation of Avenida del Mar
and new shopping malls next to the swampy land
next to the highway and the railway line.
In this period, the interventions of the public space in
order to enhance it ornamentally or symbolically, have
been carried out under different initiatives and with
different results, noting metal sculptures and ceramic
relief works by some local artists.
Within this table, it is worth highlighting
the works that give value to the city’s
heritage, such as the restoration of
the churches of San Agustin and San
Francisco, as well as the provision of
spaces in the historic center; the Plaza
de Armas and the streets Gregorio
Cordovez and Arturo Prat (converted
into semi-pedestrian walks). To which
is added the remodeling of Francisco
de Aguirre Avenue with its Open Air
Museum and the recovery of the
former railway station to become a
cultural center.
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El Amor de la Ciudad
Gabriela Mistral (fragmento)

“Haz que tu ciudad sea hermosa, además de rica y justa. El pueblo
de Atenas no se conformó con embellecer sus museos y no creyó que
lo bello sólo fuera cosas de poemas: menos egoístas que nosotros,
descubrió el hogar que es de unos pocos, para hacer hermosa la ciudad,
que es de todos. Defiende tus monumentos y tus paseos. Al robarte un
panorama, roban una alegría de tus ojos, despojan tu alma. Pero, cuando
esos monumentos sean primitivos y feos, clava en ellos el ridículo y
atácalos, porque hacen daño social, lo mismo que una ley mala. Ódiales
lo grotesco y no descanses hasta que no lo veas reemplazados por un
mármol gracioso y profundo. El que ha hecho grotescamente a tus
héroes, los ha ultrajado y sigue ultrajando cada día en el monumento
deforme. Lleva a tu patriotismo, como a todo, un sentido de belleza, y
no toleres ni el canto patriótico necio ni el discurso patriótico insípido
ni el bronce heroico antiestético.
Ayuda a los que embellecen a tu ciudad, y ámalos. Suelen hacer en el
pequeño limite de ella, más bien del que hacen los malos políticos en un
campo mayor, y con mayores pretensiones.
Di a los tuyos que adornen los balcones de tu casa. El balcón florido es
como una mirada afectuosa, es como el rostro de una mujer hermosa,
que alivia y dulcifica al que pasa; es la dicha de un hogar que se
derrama hacia los demás. El jardín interior es una belleza egoísta”
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II

Open Air Museum

Museo al Aire Libre
Entre Calle José Manuel Balmaceda y Ruta 5 Norte.
n many cities with a long history, such as La Serena, the origin of the
malls is generally linked to the existence of an old river arm that, when
channeled, offers for public use the surplus surface of the primitive
bed. This is the case of the current Alameda Francisco de Aguirre with
the transformation, begun in 1855, of the Quebrada San Francisco into a
public promenade.
In the past, the preferred walk of the people of Serena was to walk along
Francisco de Aguirre Avenue or through the Plaza de Armas. In these
spaces the national holidays, Christmas, New Years and other religious
celebrations were celebrated. Around the year 1872, the avenue of Aguirre Avenue is described by Recaredo Santos Tornero as “one of the most
precious that exists in Chile, on whose edges there are lush white poplars, acacias and banana trees that form the central area, exclusive area
of promenade, while on the sides the area was used exclusively for carriages and horses. Along it, there are benches for people and in the center,
there is a circular garden where a band is placed four times a week in the
afternoons. At night, the avenue is lit by 8 gas lanterns”
More recently, during the Serena Plan, groups of statues that today make
up the “Open Air Museum” were added to this avenue. The propellant
of this initiative, the former Chilean President Gabriel Gonzalez Videla,
received donations from individuals and institutions of the time. The Francisco de Aguirre Avenue was redesigned by the architect Oscar Prager
and thanks the contact of Mr. Gabriel Gonzalez Videla’s contacts with the
Vatican and art galleries from Florence, Rome, Pisa and Naples these
statues were brought to the city. As well as studios and Chilean artists
such as Virginio Arias, Lily Garafulic, Berta Herrera or Samuel Roman
donated part of their works.
During the Serena Plan, it contemplated the restoration of statues and
sculptures damaged by the passage of time, also improving the lighting;
drinking fountains and new urban furniture were incorporated.
Nowadays, the Francisco de Aguirre Avenue is undoubtedly the most significant place as a public space in the commune. Being used for many
cultural and popular activities.
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Marble Portal. It is located at the eastern end of Francisco de Aguirre
Avenue and was a donation made by the English colony residing in La
Serena, on the occasion of the centenary of Chile.
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Estatuas Labradas

Hoja de Laurel. Naked female figure, standing,
presenting her right arm and left leg slightly
bent. Work of Virginio Arias, it is an original
work, made in bronze during the 20th century.
It has a height of 1.54 meters, dark gray in
color.
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Torso. Female figure carved in stone,
the work of the Chilean sculptor Samuel
Roman.

Visitation. It consists of two figures standing and
embracing. Works by Lily Garafulic, carved in yellow
stone, original from the 20th century. It has a height of
63 centimeters.

Two Fighters. Work of Lisipo, was acquired in
Florence, in the Pietros Barzanti workshops,
in Lungaro. It is a copy of the masterpiece of
Greek sculpture found in Florence, in the Egli
Uffizzi gallery.
The work was carved in white marble with
a height of 90 centimeters. It is made up
of two naked male figures, linked
and bowed in a belligerent attitude.
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Naked Torso. Original work of the
national artist Lily Garafulic during the
20th century.

Maternity. Female figure with a small baby
in her arms. Work of the Berta Herrera
sculpture, carved in dark gray granite stone,
original from the 20th century. Its height is 65
centimeters.
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La Bañista. Its shape corresponds to a halfnaked woman, who rests her right hand on
a vessel. The work of Gaetano Mercanti, a
Roman sculptor from the mid-19th century,
this original work was acquired in Rome at the
Massino Gallery, Tuena. in via Margutta. It is
cut in white Carrara marble and has a height of
1.65 meters.

Las Tres Gracias. Copy made by the
sculptor Italo Sami, acquired in his workshop
in Pietrasanta Lucca. Built in Carrara
marble, it has a height of 1.73 meters and
an approximate weight of 900 kilos. The
original work is by Antonio Cánova and was
made in 1813, it is currently in the Hermitage
Museum, Saint Petersburg. There are other
“Three Graces” of Canova in museums in
Geneva, Liverpool, Lyon and Salford.
In Greek mythology, the three virgins Thalia,
Euphrosyne and Aglaé, all daughters of
Jupiter, expressed their joy and beauty and
inspired poets and orators. They lived with
the gods on the summit of Mount Olympus.
Statues of them have been found in Athens
and in Spain there was a temple dedicated to
them.
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Monument to Francisco de Aguirre
Bronze sculpture erected in
memory of the founder of the city
of La Serena, Lieutenant, Governor
and Captain Francisco de Aguirre.
This tribute was installed at the
beginning in the Espejo de Agua
and later, during the renovations of
the Serena Plan, it was transferred
to the place where it is today.
On one side of the base of the
sculpture you can see the record
of its elaboration “I.A Gonzalez,
founder - Madrid” ADSVARA
MCMLII (1952)”
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Art in La Serena,
Works and Places

Histórico

MONUMENT
to the VIRGEN DEL CARMEN
Regimiento Coquimbo.

This work is a replica of the monument to the Virgin of Carmen
that exists in the city of Halifa, in Palestine (Israel) dates from
the year 1894, being installed and blessed in the Santa Lucia
Park on January 1, 1913. This monument was born through of the
inspiration of Bishop Ramon Angel Jara and a group of Chileans
who were on pilgrimage in the Holy Land, visiting Mount Carmel,
cradle of the devotion to the Virgen del Carmen, since in the biblical
writings “Santa Maria del Mount Carmel “like the cloud that appears
after a great drought.
The monument was built as a lasting reminder of the triumphs
obtained by the armed forces, who considered and swore to the
Virgen del Carmen to be the general and patron saint of Chile in
July 1912.
Under this monument, lie the remains of the Army Chaplain and
spiritual assistant to the soldiers, Mr. José María Madariaga Reyes,
who participated in the War of the Pacific.
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SUSANA
SALIENDO DEL BAÑO
Regimiento Coquimbo.

iece of Chilean sculptural
art, sculpted in marble
by Nicanor Plaza in
1877, gold medal at the Paris
exhibition in 1890. This work is
located in the water mirror of
Parque Santa Lucia.
“Susana coming out of the
bathroom” is part of the group
of Chilean sculptures that
were acquired for the Open Air
Museum in the time of Gabriel
Gonzalez Videla.
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Spaniard Tiles
Benchs
Regimiento Coquimbo.

Located around the pool
“Susana coming out of
the bathroom” and in
the Square of the Heroes of
the Santa Lucia Park in the
Coquimbo Regiment, these
seats are covered with tiles
of different mosaics. They are
of European origin and were
donated to President Gabriel
Gonzalez Videla to complement
and enhance gardens designed
by the German landscaper Oscar
Praguer during the Serena Plan.
In total, you can find eleven seats
distributed throughout the Santa
Lucia Park.
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Colonial Carillon
Parque Santa Lucía, Regimiento Coquimbo.

n the south side of the Coquimbo Regiment, the Colonial
Carillon was located, which was donated from the United
States and constituted a distinctive heritage of the city
from its installation until 1960.
It was the first musical instrument in Chile with these
characteristics. He owned a clock and operated with an electronic
keyboard where it was connected to 52 audio speakers that
announced the hours to the city. It also transmitted classical
and folk music that could be heard 15 kilometers around. It was
powered by two notable local Carillonists: Teresa Slaibe and Lidia
Urrutia de Canut de Bon, both now deceased.
Due to the deterioration due to the environmental humidity, it was
decided to build a colonial bell tower in the same sector, although
according to the records it never functioned as such.
The horns that were still useful were used in the old stadium on
the front and in the main square.
It used to happen that due to voltage changes, very common in
the city at that time, the carillon would be activated automatically,
which caused on more than one occasion that the music would
wake up the city in the middle of the morning.
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PLAZA ESPAÑA
Ruta 5 Norte esquina Avenida Francisco de Aguirre.

naugurated on November
17, 1964, in the center of this
square there is a stone pool
next to Spanish tiled benches
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Stone Fount
Santo Domingo Church
t was utilized as a hands
washer at the old sacristy
of the temple. This fountain
was carved out of limestone. It is
currently in the prays courtyard
of the Santo Domingo Church.
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Fount at the Plaza de Armas
his fountain is a sculptural and ornamental set carved in
granite stone. It consists of the base pool of approximately
13 meters and a central structure of approximately 5 meters
high. At the center of this are four structures, each pointing to
each cardinal point. The figures represent female beings with
semi-figurative characteristics. The presence of this fountain is
a clear example of how a space is intervened and enhanced by
incorporating a piece of art into a public space.
The author of this work is Samuel Roman Rojas, winner of the
National Art Prize in 1964.
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PÉRGOLA of PLAZA DE ARMAS
onated to the city of La Serena in 1945 by the
Syrian-Lebanese colony in commemoration of the
city’s fourth centenary.
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Statues of the
Plaza de Armas
riginal works of French cast iron,
which were fashionable in the 19th
century.
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Plaza and statues of
Santo Domingo
Calle Cordovez esquina Matta.

This space dates from the seventeenth century, undergoing
modifications in 1860 and 1950. The last remodeling of the
space was within the framework of the Serena Plan works that
postulated the urban transformation of the city, improving various
parks and squares in the city
Currently we see it as a rectangular square at the foot of the Santo
Domingo Church, surrounded by trees and a central fountain and
four marble statues that represent the four seasons of the year.
These works were donated to the city by the family of Mr. Aristides
Martinez Cuadroz, a military engineer in the Pacific War. In 1881 he
was appointed as General Commander of the Reserve in Lima, from
where he brought the sculptures to Chile.
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San Francisco Square
Calle José Manuel Balmaceda
esquina Eduardo de La Barra.

his public space has always stood out for its various
renovations, the pioneer of these works being a well-known
businessman and resident of La Serena Gerardo Findel S.,
where the plaza was decorated with blue Chilean-made tiles. At
the beginning of 2008 the square suffers a new remodeling that
manages to improve its surroundings.
By unifying the church and the square on a floor of approximately,
1,300 square meters with a unique texture that is in tune with the
materiality of the San Francisco Church, the stone, the color, the
age and the heritage image that it represents.
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Entrance of the
Archaeological Museum.
uilt in the 18th century to
be the main access to the
house of the Count of Villa
Señor Teniente Coronel, Mr. José
de Recabarren. Its colonial style
presents an overlap of elements
typical of the “mestizo baroque”
period.
Mestizo Baroque: it is a period
that considers the South American
interpretation of the European
Baroque period that extends mainly
from the late 17th century to the
early 19th century.
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Bronze Fountain
Mapuche Woman
Museo Arqueológico.

ork that consists of a half-length figure of a Mapuche woman holding a jug.
It is a Chilean work donated in conjunction with various other sculptures
for the Open Air Museum on Aguirre Avenue. Its author was Virginio Arias
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Monumental Lighthouse
Avenida Francisco de Aguirre esquina Avenida del Mar.

uilt by the Chilean Navy in the period of the Serena Plan
between 1951 and 1953, by the engineer Cisternas Larenas,
its tower is 4 meters wide by 28 meters high. This monument
was built as a symbol that marked the beginning of an
extensive coastal area. Currently its function is purely decorative.
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Coat of arms of the
city of La Serena
Frontis I. Municipalidad de La Serena.

urrently located in the front of the building of the
Municipality of La Serena. The shield refers to a
castle and towers on its sides in flames; around
this are four letters F and bunches of inverted
arrows; on both sides of this are two dragons that are
joined at the bottom as a link. However, until today there
is no meaning that explains with certainty the meanings
of the letters F.
According to the words of the historian Juan Mujica de
la Fuente, the letters F on the shield correspond to the
initials of Felipe II, who was the son of Emperor Carlos
V of Spain. This hypothesis is because in those times
it was common to consign in the initial shields of kings
or their heirs, when founding or creating new cities and
their emblems.
Another popular version of the meaning of the letters F
is detailed by Manuel Concha, who interprets the letters
F as the initial of Francisco de Aguirre, who was the
founder of the city in 1549.
And a third hypothesis refers to the fact that the letters
refer to the Latin words “Fulminum, Fortitudo, Filis,
Fulminas” that when translated into Spanish “the Fire
will give Strength to its Faithful Children”
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SPANISH BANKS AND TILES
IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF
LA SERENA

hese works were gifted to La Serena by the city of Talavera de la Reina, the Spanish city
where Francisco de Aguirre and Juan de Orellana, notable figures of the Spanish conquest in
America, were born.
The municipal authorities of Talavera de la Reina, on the occasion of the four hundredth anniversary
of the city, gave away the tiled benches whose central characteristic is their colorful blue color, white
and gold areas and various decorations.
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ommemorative piece of the city
of Talavera de la Reina, Spain,
in homage to his illustrious son
Francisco de Aguirre, on the fourth
centenary of the city of La Serena, on
October 12, 1952.

CERAMIC MURAL AT THE
CAMPUS ENRIQUE MOLINA
GARMENDIA
his mural is located in the building of the former Agricultural
School (currently the Enrique Molina Garmendia Campus of
the University of La Serena); r<zxcvit measures 1.53 meters
high by 2.22 meters wide. Samuel Roman Rojas made it in 1948.
In the work, realistic forms are combined with semi-figurative
elements: it is an image of three figures in symmetrical organization,
allusive to teaching. The two kneeling women welcome the child
(standing and in the center) and are bearers of symbols associated
with knowledge, culture and peace.
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HISTORY OF LA SERENA
MURAL PAINTING
Ex Estación de Ferrocarriles.

ainted in 1953 by the prominent Chilean muralist Gregorio de la Fuente, this
mural symbolizes the history of the city from its founding to the execution of
Plan Serena in the 1950s. Built based on four time groups from the times of
pre-Hispanic cultures and the arrival of the Spanish, through the destruction of
the city by pirates and then the construction of the Plan Serena. The mural was
declared a National Monument on May 25, 1992.
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De tendencia realista esta obra emplazada en la antigua sala de espera de la Ex
Estación de Ferrocarriles de La Serena, está pintado con la técnica del fresco,
pintura preparada con tierras de color y que se aplica al muro sobre un revoque de
cal y arena, en el tiempo previo al fraguado de la mezcla.
El mural tiene una dimensión de 6 metros de largo por 2 metros de ancho y está
ubicado a 2,5 metros del suelo. La obra fue por encargo de Ferrocarriles del Estado.
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Palabras de Gregorio de la Fuente, hijo,
con ocasión de la reinauguración del Mural
de la ex Estación de Ferrocarriles de la Serena.
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PAINTING IN
HOMAGE TO MINING
Edificio Enami,La Serena.

his work symbolizes the extraction of mining wealth
from the bowels of the earth and the work done by
the mining worker in the northern area of Chile. The
prominent artist Gregorio de la Fuente made the painting
around 1950.
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detalle del mural

“Painting is human communication, the
best way to express the inexplicable.”
Gregorio de La Fuente
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MURAL IN MAUSOLEUM
UNION DE PROFESORES
Cementerio Municipal de La Serena.

ocated in the Municipal Cemetery of La Serena, this mural installed in 1970 was
the work of the artist Rafael Paredes and Luis Rivera.
It measures 1 meter high by 5 meters wide and all color variations are due to
burning in a wood oven. The composition that combines realistic forms with semi-figurative
elements represents childhood in the semi-arid environment of the region.
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MURAL TRIBUTE TO
GABRIELA MISTRAL
Edificio
Secretaría Regional Ministerial de Educación.

his acrylic on canvas work, whose author is the artist
Rolando Angel, is located in the reception hall of the
Regional Ministerial Secretary of Education and was
created in order to spread through the plastic arts, the literary
work of the poet Gabriela Mistral.
Its measurement is 2.38 meters by 4.50 meters and it was
installed in 1995 thanks to the initiative of the Guild Association
“La Recova” and the painters Rolando Ángel, Audé Gutiérrez,
Lorenzo Carrasco and Antonia Gómez.
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Contemporary

NOBEL SQUARE
GABRIELA MISTRAL
Avenida Francisco de Aguirre
esquina Ruta 5 Norte.

t has 11,086 square meters of surface (similar to that of the
Plaza de Armas), thanks to the municipal investment, the
place was equipped with 2,233 tiles, pedestrian walkways,
green areas, garbage cans, benches, lights and technified
irrigation.
“allegory” and “translation” are the names of the two gigantic steel
sculptures installed in the center of the square, the creation of the
artist Griselda Lopez.
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PLAZA DE LOS SUEÑOS
Calle Los Aromos con Avenida México,
Las Compañías.

his dynamic public
space was conceived
as a meeting place
for children and families in
the sector. Its architectural
program considered an atrium
for activities and meetings,
10 water jets for games,
designs on the paths with
hard pavements in colors,
areas with maicillo, an
amphitheater with lighting,
green areas and children’s
games, a multipurpose room
for the community, lighting for
the plaza in general drinking
fountains among others.
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LA RONDA
Puente Vicente Zorrilla.

culpture located in the north access of the Zorilla Bridge, in
the “El Mirador” square. This imposing 24-meter-high work
is inspired by the poems of the noted poet Gabriela Mistral.
The urban landmark was conceived as a symbol of the historical
significance of the construction of the long-awaited bridge, which
allows the integration and connectivity of the Las Compañias
sector with the old part of the city.
The design of the work allows people to walk through it or cross it
in a pedestrian way.
Its creator is the design professor at the University of La Serena,
Luis Piña.
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SCULPTURES IN PEDRO
AGUIRRE CERDA CLINIC
La Antena.

hese sculptures, installed inside the Pedro
Aguirre Cerda Clinic in 2006, are a tribute
by the artist Federica Matta to the poet
Gabriela Mistral. Those in charge of materializing
these designs were the designer and visual
communicator Hernan Aguilera Geraldo and the
social leader Luis Guerra Zambelich, who had
the advice of the artist herself.
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DESAFÍO
Campus Andrés Bello, Universidad de La Serena.

t is a non-figurative work of geometric shapes, whose volumes are made with
welded sheets of iron; It measures 1.8 meters wide by 7 meters high. This
sculpture by Marcelo Vivanco was the winner of a contest for the design of works
for public spaces, organized by the University of La Serena in 1993.
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MONUMENT TO THE
SLAUGHTER AT THE SANTA
MARIA DE IQUIQUE SCHOOL
Ruta 5 Norte, Plaza España.

his monument commemorates the 100 years since the
massacre at the Santa Maria de Iquique school. The
monument was worked in 1 centimeter openwork iron
and painted with pyroxylin.
The memorial was made by local artist Daniel Palominos in
2007, who synthesized in this creation the feelings of those
working people who fought to improve their quality of life.
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MAGICAL FLOWERS BY
FEDERICA MATTA
Plaza Tenri, Calle Gregorio Cordovez,
Plaza de Armas, Plaza Santo Domingo
and Calle Pedro Pablo Muñoz.

nstalled on the occasion of the celebration of the 60 years of
the obtaining of the Nobel Prize by Gabriela Mistral. These 12
abstract sculptures 4 meters high, which symbolize totemic
flowers of gigantic dimensions and showy colors, are made with
synthetic resin. The installation begins in the Plaza Tenri where
five of them appear, rising from the grass and taking over the
concrete of the sidewalk, then going down Cordovez Street,
three appear next to the Cathedral and the corner of the Plaza
de Armas. Finally, in the Plaza Santo Domingo with Pedro Pablo
Muñoz Avenue, the four remaining flowers are arranged to
project towards the horizon.
This set revitalizes the urban space with the artistic contribution
of sculptures that are incorporated in coexistence with the
heritage values of La Serena.
The installation runs in May 2005.
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60 RELIEFS WITH POEMS BY
GABRIELA MISTRAL.
hese works consist of the design and manufacture of 60
ceramic relief plates, created by Diego Marambio and
Miguel Rojas. Contains poetry, prose, and
thoughts by Gabriela Mistral. The initiative,
carried out by the Municipality of La Serena,
within the framework of the 60th anniversary of
the Nobel Prize received by the artist. Its purpose
was to improve the aesthetic quality of public
spaces, through the enhancement of art in the city.
The Works were made in the ceramic workshop of
the University of La Serena, by Rafael Paredes, with
materials and clays from the area, which were treated
with processes typical of our semi-arid small north,
rescuing tenicas that date back to the first inhabitants of
the region, Molles and Diaguitas.
The 60 pieces were installed in various spaces and
heritage buildings in the historic center.
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MURAL
TRIBUTE TO
GABRIELA MISTRAL
Casa Piñera.

Built with small wooden plaques drawn and painted by 300
basic education boys and girls from different educational
establishments in the Coquimbo Region, the mural depicts
the poems’ verses and poems. This multicolored work, measuring
2.4 meters by 14.4 meters, was installed on one of the walls of the
interior patio of Casa Piñera in November 2005.
The initiative was promoted by the Consortium of Universities of the
State of Chile to celebrate 60 years of the obtaining of the Nobel
Prize for Literature by Gabriela Mistral.
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CERAMIC MURAL RELIEF
IGNACIO DOMEYKO CAMPUS
Campus Ignacio Domeyko, Universidad de La Serena.

ormer students of the Visual Arts career at the University of La
Serena Luis Tolmo, Aldo Cordero, Daniel Palominos, among
others, gave it as a contribution to their title seminar in 1986. It
measures 2.5 meters high by 4.7 wide.
The work, where figurative and semi-figurative forms are combined,
symbolizes the relationship of the University with work (productive
activity) and the culture of the region.
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CERAMIC MURAL RELIEF FROM
THE MOUNTAIN TO THE SEA
Calle Brasil 350, Aguas del Valle.

eramic mural relief, the work of Daniel Palominos, created in 1995. This unique
piece incorporates two pre-Hispanic techniques of Molle and Diaguita origin. His
pieces were semi-smoked and colored with metallic oxide-based globes (white,
black and red). This is a piece alluding to the dam and the transit of mountain water to
the sea.
Its dimensions are 3 meters high by 2 meters wide.
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MURAL PAINTING AT
THE BUS STATION OF
LA SERENA
t was painted in 1987 with oil and synthetic enamel on a polygonal partition
panel, whose base measures about 8.5 meters and the highest part 3.90
meters. It is a collective creation that from the symbolic image of the man, the
landscape and the culture of our region, linked with the pre-Hispanic and the colonial,
both Andean and Mesoamerican, fuses elements allusive to the ethnic and cultural
realities and the future of the population of this territory.
The authors were members of the “Inti Workshop” (Visual Arts students at the
University of La Serena)
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Callejero

GRAFFITIS
DEL ENCUENTRO
SUDAMERICANO DE
MURALES ARTÍSTICOS
n 2005, a group of young graffiti artists from Peru,
Uruguay, Brazil and Chile, got together to show the true
meaning of the Art of Graffiti, as a means of expression.
His work was reflected in the offices of the National Youth
Institute (INJUV) and on the retaining wall of the plaza located
in the Maximo Mera passage. The coordination of the works
was in charge of the Association of Graffiti Artists of La
Serena “Hipergrafía”
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TERRITORIAL NETWORK
LA ANTENA SECTOR
his 20-meter mural symbolizes the history of the La Antena sector,
its people and their experiences. The mural was created by the
painter and professor Luis Contreras, it is a pictorial representation
that is inserted in the new Park September 18 located between the towns
Pedro Aguirre Cerda and Juan XXIII.
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To consider art as an ornament that can be dispensed with is a disgrace
of our time. Among primitive peoples art was made because it was
indispensable not only for the living but also for the dead. We do not give
much importance to art, but it takes its revenge, placing us everywhere in
the form of colors and images, ennobling our lives without us noticing.
Nor do we give or recognize art, the irreplaceable role that it must fulfill in
education. We are so preoccupied with the exterior, with the objective, that
we neglect what emanates from within man. We strive infinitely more to
“possess” than to “become”.
Greater coverage for true art would allow us to “be better”, more
imaginative and sensitive. It would enlighten our intelligence, our ability
to feel and perceive, not only art, but all reality, the natural and the cultural,
the quality and warmth of the people.

Rafael Paredes Rojas
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Monumentos Nacionales y Arquitectura Tradicional, IV Región, Coquimbo, Chile (Hernán Edwards C. – Rodrigo
Márquez de la Plata – Álvaro Mora D. – Printed by Morgan – Martinetti, Galvarino Gallardo, 1961)
Urbanismo y Plan Serena, Ilustre Municipalidad de La Serena (Talleres de Instituto Geográfico Militar, febrero 1956).
Registro fotográfico del Museo al Aire Libre “Avenida Francisco de Aguirre” de La Serena (Gonzalo Ampuero Brito,
Bárbara Montecinos Loyola, abril 2000).
La Serena, un patrimonio arquitectónico de Chile (Dirección de Bibliotecas, Archivos y Museos, Ilustre Municipalidad
de La Serena, agosto 1984).
Memorias Volumen II. (Gabriel González Videla. Editora Nacional Gabriela Mistral Ltda, 1975).
Arquitectura Serenense. (Gabriel Cobo Contreras, Talleres Via Grafica Ltda, enero 1994).
La Serena y su Tiempo (Fernando Moraga Acevedo, Ilustre Municipalidad de La Serena, 1984).
Documento: Hubo un tiempo feliz, Plan Serena visión en tiempo y espacio (Fernando Moraga Acevedo, julio 2002).
Artículo publicado por Diario el Día: La Serena Cotidiana (Fernando Moraga Acevedo, Historiador).
Relato documental (Fernando Moraga Acevedo, Historiador).
A cincuenta años del visionario Plan Serena (Guillermo Cazaux Rojas, Impresos Rosales & Dellaserra Ltda, agosto1986).
Archivos Regimiento Infantería N°21 Coquimbo.
San Bartolomé apóstol, patrono de la ciudad de La Serena y su Catedral (Vicario Don Nibado Escalante Trigo. Imprenta
Arzobispado de La Serena).
Regreso de una cerámica necesaria (Rafael Paredes Rojas, Editorial Universitaria, 1993).
Archivos Secretaría Comunal de Planificación, Municipalidad de La Serena.
Archivos Departamento de Cultura, Municipalidad de La Serena.
Archivos Departamento de Comunicaciones, Municipalidad de La Serena.
Archivos Iglesia San Francisco
Relato documental, Daniel Palominos Ramos, Artista.
Archivos Carlos Vinagre Leiro, Docente de Diseño, Universidad de La Serena
Archivos Rolando Angel M., Artista
Archivos Hernán Aguilera Geraldo, Diseñador y Comunicador Visual
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